Data fusion for paroxysmal events' classification from EEG.
Spatiotemporal analysis of electroencephalography is commonly used for classification of events since it allows capturing dependencies across channels. The significant increase of feature vector dimensionality however introduce noise and thus it does not allow the classification models to be trained using a limited number of samples usually available in clinical studies. Thus, we investigate the classification of epileptic and non-epileptic events based on temporal and spectral analysis through the application of three different fusion schemes for the combination of information across channels. We compare the commonly used early-integration (EI) scheme - in which features are fused from all channels prior to classification - with two late-integration (LI) schemes performing per channel classification when: (i) the temporal context varies significantly across channels, thus local spatial training models are required, and (ii) the spatial variations are negligible in comparison to the inter-subject variation, thus only the temporal variation is modeled using a single global spatial training model. Furthermore, we perform dimensionality reduction either by feature selection or by principal component analysis. The framework is applied on events that manifest across most channels, as generalized epileptic seizures, psychogenic non-epileptic seizures and vasovagal syncope. The three classification architectures were evaluated on EEG epochs from 11 subjects. Although direct comparison with other studies is difficult due to the different characteristics of each dataset, the achieved recognition accuracy of the LI fusion schemes outperforms the performance reported in the literature. The best scheme was the LI with global model which achieved 97% accuracy.